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Chairman’s Message

R. Pierce Reid

A

s I sit down to write this, my ﬁrst
columnasChairmanoftheNUMilitary
Writers Symposium Associates, we are
experiencing interesting times. Currently
our cadets and civilian students have left
campus and students will continue their
studies at home. The faculty and staﬀ
are adapting to new styles of teaching,
communicating and leading. And new
terms like “social distancing” are entering
the Norwich lexicon.
Yet in Norwich’s 200-year history, this
is not the ﬁrst trial that our community
has seen. On September 21, 1918,
Charles Dalton, the secretary of the
Vermont State Board of Health warned
of a coming flu epidemic – what would
become known as the Spanish Influenza.
What Dalton did not know is that there
were already more than 60 Cadets at
Norwich who were ill with the disease,
which struck through military channels
with great ferocity. At Norwich, a new
Cadet had been on campus just a few
weeks and would record the events in
his Memory Book. On that same day,
Sept. 21st, Cadet O’Neill would write in his
diary: “SPANISH INFLUENZA epidemic
starting. Cadets conﬁned to the hill.”
O’Neill, just days into his Norwich career,
would rise to the occasion. He served as

a volunteer nurse during the epidemic,
assisting his fellow cadets before coming
down with the flu himself. Although
ﬁve Norwich cadets succumbed to the
epidemic, O’Neill recovered and, after
graduating, became a civil engineer.
O’Neill’s diary of life at Norwich during the
1918 outbreak is preserved at the Sullivan
Museum and History Center, a priceless
written record of one of many challenging
moments in Norwich history. The diary
also demonstrates the importance of
military writing… whether by historian
or eyewitness. The simple act of writing
down events not only brings our history
alive, it puts current events in perspective.
Despite the challenges of the past few
weeks, the William E. Colby Award and
the Military Writers’ Symposium are
in ﬁne shape. The topic for the 2020
Military Writers’ Symposium revolves
around Water and Conflict. This critical
and timely topic was chosen strategically
because it aligns with Norwich University’s
Environmental Security Initiative, a joint
endeavor lead by the Peace and War
Center and the Center for Global Resilience
and Security. One of our visions for the
Military Writers Symposium has been to
support core constituencies within the
Norwich community, and this is just one
of many current examples.
Recently, the Associates sponsored a
campus screening of the Peter Jackson
ﬁlm “They Shall Not Grow Old.” Organized
by students, including a new on-campus
Military History Club, the event attracted
more than 200 people including students,
faculty members and visitors from the
local community. Many stayed after
the ﬁlm for a discussion with subjectexperts from the College of Graduate
and Continuing Studies, led by Dr. David

Ulbrich. As campus life resumes, we will
be looking for similar events to make the
symposium year-round pieces of campus
life.
Last, the Peace and War Center recently
hired a full-time coordinator and events
planner, Ms. Nicole Greenwood, to
support its many activities. As the
Colby Award and the Norwich Military
Writers Symposium remains some of the
Center’s signature programs, beginning
this spring Nicole will be taking on a
number of the duties that the Oﬃce of
Communications has handled over the
years. The Oﬃce of Communications
will continue to support us on a strategic
and publicity level.
While the next few weeks are still in some
flux, the vision for the Associates remains
clear. We are looking to help integrate the
Colby Award and the Symposium more
closely than ever before with key Norwich
constituencies. We are committed to
making the Military Writers’ Symposium
one of the showcase events that takes
place each year, increasing audiences
and student attendance. And, above all,
we are focused on creating events that
are relevant to student life on campus –
moments that our alumni will look back
on as treasured parts of their Norwich
experience and inspire new generations
of writers and historians.
Because, as we saw from Cadet O’Neill’s
1918 diary, important military writing can
start with even the newest cadet.
R. Pierce Reid M ‘14
Chairman
NU Military Writers’ Symposium
Associates
rpreid@pshift.com

On September 25, 2019 at 4:00 a.m., retired
U.S. Army Staﬀ Sergeant David Bellavia
arrived to campus, accompanied by Colby
Symposium co-founder and longtime Norwich
supporter Ed Tracy. Distinguished author,
Medal of Honor recipient, and previous
Colby Symposium panelist, SSG Bellavia was
preparing to address a morning formation
of the Corps of Cadets and civilian student
attendees. The event, closed to all but students
with only a few special guests, was recorded
by Ed Tracy as an episode in his podcast series,
“Conversations with Ed Tracy” and posted on
National Medal of Honor Day, March 25, 2020.
Access the podcast from Norwich.edu/PAWC.

F

rom the earliest days of Norwich University in its Academy
era, Captain Alden Partridge played a role in developing
military education. His 1820 lecture speaks to this idea that “Let
practical and scientiﬁc military instruction be a part of our system
of education, and we shall become a nation of citizen soldiers…”
At its root, Norwich was founded for the defense of the nascent
United States of America. Partridge’s vision was executed in
teaching cadets on military science. This history bridges to cadets
today eager to engage in contemporary issues of the military.
The Norwich University Military Writers’ Symposium reflects the
heritage of Captain Partridge yet recast for today’s audiences. I am
a 2012 graduate of the Military College of Vermont. When I wore
the grey uniform, we attended the former Colby Symposium each
spring. I looked forward to each event, as I had the great honor
to meet and dine with the authors. Like my other classmates, we
asked the authors’ opinions on current events or how to publish
a book. A textbook will do no justice to such an experience. I felt
deeply connected to the symposium and felt on reflection as a
cadet we were fortunate to have these distinguished authors.
Today, the symposium gives students an opportunity to be
exposed to the practical aspect of military science or current
issues facing the profession of arms. This has developed into
programming all year.
I was honored to provide security as a Norwich Public Safety
Oﬃcer for Medal of Honor recipient SSG David Bellavia’s address
to the students during the 2019 symposium. In this role, I was

exposed to the advancement of the symposium to a year-round
event. The audience was enriched by meeting SSG Bellavia. He
took the time to answer cadet questions, take photos, selﬁes,
and allow students to handle his Medal of Honor. Cadets need to
expose themselves to these opportunities to ﬁnd the connection
to their evolving military careers.
As a graduate student, I recently
attended the showing of Peter Jackson’s
documentary, They Shall Not Grow
Old. This stirring ﬁlm takes the viewer
from enlistment, trench life, the battle,
aftermath, and the armistice of World War
I. This pithy summary takes black and
white footage into color by viewer surprise.
A personal connection is felt through
relating to the British soldiers. There is
P C
something timeless in soldiering that
shows both humor and hardship relatable
across generations. Afterward, there was a short reflective
discussion among students and faculty to make connections to
the greater context of World War I.
Norwich University Film Festival Presents

February 20, 2020 • 5:30 p.m.
Mack Hall Auditorium

Award-winning director Peter Jackson uses never before seen footage of World
War soldiers as they faced the often-brutal front lines. Digitally remastered and in
color, the footage is overlaid with the voices of soldiers whose narratives – recorded
in interviews in the 1960s and 1970s – relive their experiences on the Belgium
front. This emotional documentary was released to commemorate the centennial
of the Great War.
This film is rated R and is appropriate for viewers age 17+.

Hosted by the Norwich University Film Festival
in partnership with the Peace and War Center.
Generously sponsored by the Norwich University
Military Writers’ Symposium Associates.
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These two events highlighted ought to testify to the caliber of
our institution’s heritage. All my experiences testify to the ability
to reach all cadets, enriching their Corps experience. These events
add depth to the yearly panel as a further dimension that all
cadets should utilize.

About the Author: C. T. Haywood is a graduate of the Norwich Class of 2012. He majored in history and education. Since graduation, he
has been published on Norwich University history. He is the author of An American Original—a memoir of PTSD after the Revolutionary
War. He is presently a graduate student in the MAH program, concentration, Public History. Mr. Haywood resides in Northfield, with his
wife, Jessy, also a writer.

I

n this rapidly-evolving world, the need for teaching
our nation’s future leaders beyond the conﬁnes of the
classroom has never been more of a necessity than
now. As our near-peer adversaries continue to gain
steam and threaten the very balance of democracy and
freedom, we as a country must not understate the value
of experiential learning in developing the generation of
tomorrow.
I recently had the opportunity to participate in a trip
that encompassed this idea, having been granted the
distinct honor to attend the Liberty Gala in Chicago
and witness just what it’s like to rub shoulders with
influential individuals in government, military, and the
private sector. The event itself was glamorous, but the
experience was unprecedented in that it enabled me
to gain vital exposure to the types of individuals I am
destined to work with in the future. Over the years I
have found that Norwich’s investment in its students is
far more than anything any of us had ever imagined.
Norwich’s mission aligns with a forward-thinking and
progressivism-focused strategy that emphasizes the
value of not only skills-based aptitude, but also social
proﬁciency, something 99% of my peer group lacks.
In addition to the delicious meal I enjoyed, I was able
to make powerful connections to add to my personal
network. I am positive that moving forward, between the
JROTC Cadet I met that I was able to recruit to Norwich,
the relationship I strengthened with our outgoing
president, and the overall professional development I
assimilated for myself, these skills and connections will
prove integral in my future as a United States Army
Oﬃcer, but more prominently, as a Norwich man.
As Norwich men and women, we have signed our
name to 200 years of tradition that has helped shape

and deﬁne the United States we know today. The job,
however, will never be ﬁnished. It is our prerogative to
take advantage of each and every opportunity presented
before us to build ourselves into the men and women
that quench the thirst of a nation and a world that longs
for leaders of character who can stabilize the global
turbulence of dangerous ideologies and socio-political
unrest. Norwich is the head of the spear and is destined
to continue to be a role model for training world class
leaders whose versatility spans the spectrum of the
modern and future requirements of free democracy.
—Zachary Jenkins ’20

Cadet Zachary Zenkins and Peace and War Center director Travis Morris, along with Norwich senior leadership,
attended the Pritzker Military Museum & Library’s Liberty Gala on November 6, 2019 in Chicago, Ill.

2019 NU Military Writers’ Symposium

By the Numbers
Hosted Sept. 24- 25, 2019, during NU’s bicentennial celebrations
Featuring 2019 Colby Award winner Paul Scharre, panelists Benedetta Berti, Ian Brown M’15,
and Peter Warren Singer on the topic “Warfare in the 21st Century: Future Battlegrounds”.

1200 students, faculty, staff, and members of the public attended the panel
discussion which was streamed live around Vermont and the world.

Symposium Keynote and Todd Lecture Series Event
Peter Warren Singer, “LikeWar: The Weaponization of Social Media” took place on
Sept. 25 in Mack Hall Auditorium with 300 guests in attendance.

SSG David Bellavia, Medal of Honor Recipient, addressed more than 1,200 NU
students at morning formation on September 25 to speak about leadership and service.
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Norwich University welcomes Nicole Greenwood, Administrative
Coordinator for NU’s three Research Centers: Center for Cybersecurity
and Forensics Education and Research (CyFER), the Peace and War
Center (PaWC), and the Center for Global Resilience and Security
(CGRS). She manages internal administrative functions and serves as
the point of contact for publicity, logistics, and flagship events and
programming, including the NU Military Writers’ Symposium and the
William E. Colby Award.
Nicole has a strong background in the luxury hospitality industry and
most recently spent time at a biotech startup in Boston, Mass focusing
on event coordination and administrative support. She has a Master of
Science in hospitality business management from Florida International
University and a Bachelor of Arts in history from Washington State
University.

Nicole Greenwood
Administrative Coordinator
Office of Academic Research
(802) 485-3138
ngreenwo@norwich.edu

W. Travis Morris
Director
Peace and War Center
(802) 485-2965
wmorris@norwich.edu

Norwich.edu/PAWC

Authors engaged with students directly in 14 classrooms and gave
3 expert presentations which were open to the public.
Authors hosted 3 themed Writing Intensives, open to students and the
public, where they discussed the process and craft of writing and shared tips for
research, writer’s block, and getting published.

The NUMWS partnered with CGCS to host a militaryforecasting/science fiction writing contest, where 1 student
won a $500

first-place prize.

Save
the
Date
October 7-8,
2020*

2020 Norwich University Military Writers’ Symposium

“Weaponizing Water: Ancient Tactic, New Implications”
Featuring panelists Nadhir Al-Ansari, Sherri Goodman, and
2020 Colby Award winner Adam Higginbotham
*Event updates including registration and live streaming information will be available on Norwich.edu/PAWC

Norwich.edu

